FAST® Valve Timing Control (VTC) Module For Ford Coyote Engines Allows
The ECU To Electronically Control Camshaft Position
Memphis, TN – This new Coyote valve timing control module and associated harness provide a plug-and-play interface
between the engine, FAST® XFI Sportsman™ and an XIM™ ignition module.
The FAST® Valve Timing Control Module allows the ECU to control the position of Coyote engines’ four phaseable
camshafts. The intake and exhaust cam position is separately tunable through C-Com® software with tables for position
vs. RPM and load. This provides a simple alternative to having to open up the engine to install mechanical locking
devices on all four cams when switching to FAST® aftermarket fuel injection. Since this VTC module is an electronic
solution, the cams don’t have to be fixed in a single position. The cams can still be moved to maintain the broad
powerband allowed by the phaseable cam system. The VTC Module allows for full, dynamic control of valve overlap,
allowing the tuner to get their desired sound at idle, while still maintaining great off-idle torque and drivability. It won the
runner-up position in the Best New Performance – Street Product category at the 2016 SEMA Show.

Quick Facts
Product: FAST® Valve Timing Control Module for Ford
Coyote Engines
Part Number: #3013173
Street Price: $672.00
Social Media Pitch: The FAST® Valve Timing Control
Module for Ford Coyote Engines allows for ECU control of
a Coyote’s four phaseable camshafts
Features & Benefits:
 Intake & exhaust cam position are separately tunable
through C-Com® software
 Customers no longer need to install mechanical locking
devices on all 4 cams when switching to FAST® EFI
 Plug & play interface between the engine, FAST® XFI
Sportsman™ and XIM™
About FAST®
In 2001, FAST® was acquired by the COMP Performance Group™ and moved its headquarters to Memphis, TN, to become the
popular electronics company that we know today. After more than a decade in the performance aftermarket industry, FAST ® is the
recognized leader in advanced EFI technology. Now, not only does FAST ® offer the components to adapt virtually any engine to fuel
injection, it is also an emerging force in the ignition market. With the latest in easy-to-use electrical components, the experts at FAST ®
have everything that you need to make high-tech horsepower. Additional information about FAST ® and its products can be found at
www.fuelairspark.com or at 1.877.334.8355. Also visit us on Facebook (facebook.com/FASTWins) Twitter (twitter.com/FASTEFI),
Instagram (instagram.com/FASTOfficial) and YouTube (CPGNationTV.com).
Media Contact: Dan Hodgdon, dhodgdon@compcams.com, 901.795.2400 ext. 1237.

